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We deliver advanced attack prevention and remediation around the
clock so you don’t have to.
“Bitdefender MDR assures me that someone is watching our entire network in real time, including when my staff and
,DUHQRWLQWKHRĮFH˽,7'LUHFWRU$UFKGLRFHVH

Solving Security Challenges for the
Organization
Security continues to increase in risk and importance for businesses globally. With attacks growing more
sophisticated and resistant to traditional prevention methods, companies need to align their security strategy and
resources towards quickly and effectively identifying breaches and rapidly responding.
 TKGWJFHMJXWJXZQYKWTRXTHNFQJSLNSJJWNSLFYYFHPXQNPJUMNXMNSL1FUYTUXFSIIJXPYTUXFHHTZSYJIKTWFGTZY
 TKFXXJYXNSIFYFGWJFHMJXў)'.7;JWN_TS
Shortage of SOC Staff8JHZWNY^FSFQ^XYXFWJFXHFWHJFSIJ]UJSXN[JWJXTZWHJYMFYNXINKܪHZQYYTMNWJFSIWJYFNS&
recent Ponemon survey shows 60 percent of SOC team members are considering leaving their jobs due to stress.
Advanced attack detection:&I[FSHJIFYYFHPXFWJINKܪHZQYYTIJYJHYGJHFZXJYMJ^ZXJYFHYNHXYJHMSNVZJXFSI
procedures (TTPs) that individually can pass for normal activity. The average cost of a cyber-incident for businesses
MFXNSHWJFXJIUJWHJSYT[JWYMJQFXY[ܪJ^JFWXYT RNQQNTS&HHJSYZWJѦ(TXYTK(^GJWHWNRJѧ
Time-consuming investigation: Security analysts don’t have the time to validate and assess every alert and set
priorities for further investigation. Mean time to respond (MTTR) for most organizations is measured in months, while
FYYFHPJWXHTRUWTRNXJFSIJ]ܪQYWFYJIFYFNSIF^X
Too many tools: Organizations have multiple consoles across disparate technologies to manage security architecture.
3JFWQ^UJWHJSYTK5TSJRTSXZW[J^WJXUTSIJSYXXFNIYMFYYMJ^MF[JYTTRFS^YTTQX&SIUJWHJSYSJJIRTWJ
automation to manage alerts and collect evidence.

How does Bitdefender Managed Detection
and Response (MDR) Service help?
Bitdefender MDR service is delivered by combining industry-leading cybersecurity for endpoints, plus network and
security analytics, with threat-hunting expertise. The Bitdefender SOC is staffed with world-leading security analysts
KWTR:8&NW+TWHJ3F[^38&FSI'WNYNXM.SYJQQNLJSHJ4ZWRJYMTITQTL^YFPJSKWTRYMJRNQNYFW^QJYXZXIJ[JQTU.4&X
for new and sophisticated attacks and deploy countermeasures on behalf of our customers.
On-Demand SOC Staff:'NYIJKJSIJWLN[JXTZWHZXYTRJWXFKZQQ^XYFKKJITUJWFYNTSXHJSYJWYMFYJKܪHNJSYQ^XHFQJX\NYM
customer growth and ensures that our security analysts have the technology and training necessary for the customer
environments they support.
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Advanced Attack Detection: Security analysts perform
threat intelligence research and hunting missions based
TSHZXYTRJWXUJHNܪHYMWJFYUWTܪQJX]]9MJ^
augment this data with host and network telemetry
information and security analytics to detect advanced
and targeted attacks.
Improve Detection and Rapid Response Times: Realtime telemetry and alerts are correlated across multiple
data streams while response actions are tailored to
each customer for effective incident response to limit
business impact from a security incident.

Reduced Operational Burden: Bitdefender MDR service
manages the security technology on your behalf so you
can focus your team on more strategic initiatives. This
INWJHYQ^XF[JXHTXYXG^QNRNYNSLXYFKܪSLJ]UJSXJXFSI
the number of tools you need to license. Real-time
IFXMGTFWIXܫFXMWJUTWYXFSIFKYJWFHYNTSWJUTWYX
provide context for security leaders while monthly
reporting provides input for strategic decision making.

Bitdefender MDR Services Options
<JTKKJWY\T2)7XTQZYNTSX&IINYNTSFQFIITSXFWJF[FNQFGQJGFXJITSYMJUFHPFLJTK2)7XJW[NHJXQNHJSXJI
MDR Advanced

MDR Enterprise
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Targeted Threat Hunting
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Phishing domain registration monitoring



Unauthorized publication of code or customer information monitoring



Dark web monitoring
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Find out more at https://www.bitdefender.com/MDR
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WHY BITDEFENDER?
UNDISPUTED INNOVATION LEADER.
 TKFQQH^GJWXJHZWNY^[JSITWX\TWQI\NIJNSYJLWFYJI
FYQJFXYTSJ'NYIJKJSIJWYJHMSTQTL^5WJXJSYNS
countries.

WORLD’S FIRST END-TO-END BREACH AVOIDANCE
9MJܪWXYXJHZWNY^XTQZYNTSYTZSNK^MFWIJSNSLUWJ[JSYNTS
detection and response across endpoint, network and
cloud.

#1 RANKED SECURITY. AWARDED ACROSS THE BOARD.

UNDER THE SIGN OF THE WOLF

Headquarters
Enterprise HQ – Santa Clara, CA, United States
Technology HQ – Bucharest, Romania
WORLDWIDE OFFICES
USA & Canada: Ft. Lauderdale, FL | Santa Clara, CA | San Antonio, TX |
Toronto, CA
Europe: Copenhagen, DENMARK | Paris, FRANCE | München, GERMANY
| Milan, ITALY | Bucharest, Iasi, Cluj, Timisoara, ROMANIA | Barcelona,
SPAIN | Dubai, UAE | London, UK | Hague, NETHERLANDS
Australia: Sydney, Melbourne

FOR MORE
DETAILS

A trade of brilliance, data security is an industry where only the clearest view, sharpest mind and deepest insight can
win — a game with zero margin of error. Our job is to win every single time, one thousand times out of one thousand,
and one million times out of one million.
And we do. We outsmart the industry not only by having the clearest view, the sharpest mind and the deepest insight,
but by staying one step ahead of everybody else, be they black hats or fellow security experts. The brilliance of our
collective mind is like a luminous Dragon-Wolf on your side, powered by engineered intuition, created to guard against
all dangers hidden in the arcane intricacies of the digital realm.

BD SOFTWARE
DISTRIBUTION

SALES : +91 8291601105
EMAIL : sales@bdsoft.in

This brilliance is our superpower and we put it at the core of all our game-changing products and solutions.

PVT. LTD.
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